The use of high power magnets is increasing in certain industries and medical science. In these situations, health and safety issues are paramount and the use of conventional steel tools can be dangerous.

- Tools can lock onto the magnets, injuring the users;
- Tools can ‘fly’ under magnetic attraction damaging expensive capital equipment;
- The sensitive magnets can be seriously damaged.

There are few specialist torque tools available for these markets. Norbar has developed a solution to this problem.

Material selection has been carefully considered in order to replace the ferrous components in a standard Norbar torque wrench, resulting in a tool with an extremely low magnetic footprint.

The tool has been designed and manufactured to the same high standards as our standard range of tools and includes the following features:

- 3/8” Push Through Ratchet design
- Range 1-20 N.m, 10-180 lbf.in
- Accuracy +/- 3% of reading which exceeds all international standards for torque wrenches. Each wrench is supplied with a traceable calibration certificate
- Micrometer Scale: For simple and error free setting (on dual scale wrenches, the micrometer increment applies to the N.m scale)
- Adjustment: Quick and light adjustment over the entire scale can be quickly achieved with minimal effort
- Adjustment Lock: model features a lock to prevent accidental adjustment of the set torque
- Comfortable durable handle: the handle is constructed using two materials; a base material for strength overlaid with a soft feel grip for comfort and slip resistance
- Part number 13292